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LARI SERVES 5 MEMBER
INSTITUTIONS
The Luxembourg Agency for Research Integrity (LARI) is a joint venture
between the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR), the University of
Luxembourg, the Luxembourg Institute of Health (LIH), the Luxembourg
Institute for Socio-Economic Research (LISER) and the Luxembourg Institute
of Science and Technology (LIST). As such, LARI intersects with a variety of
research disciplines including medicine, behavioral and social sciences,
physical sciences and mathematics, engineering and materials sciences, law,
economics, and computing. Learn more at www.LARI.lu

Update from the LARI Secretary General

The past month has been very busy…LARI has been recruiting peer coaches,
preparing teaching sessions, meeting researchers and staff, fine tuning
procedures, performing ethics consults, submitting conference abstracts, and
overall, sowing the seeds of research integrity.
“Sowing the Seeds of Research Integrity” is our motto, and we don’t just say it, we
do it. Find out more when you attend one of our sessions!
Reach out whenever you need us.

Katrina A. Bramstedt, PhD
LARI Secretary General

Are you conducting clinical trials involving investigational
drugs in the EU? Check out this helpful FAQ about the EU
Clinical Trials Register:
https://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/doc/EU_CTR_FAQ.pdf

MEET THE COACH
MARIA LORENA CORDERO MALDONADO
Lorena is the Aquatic Platform Manager at the Luxembourg Centre for Systems
Biomedicine (LCSB) at the University of Luxembourg. She is a biochemist by
formation and has a PhD in Pharmaceutical Sciences. For 10 years she has been
working with an animal model for in vivo biomedical research. Currently she is
a member of the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee (AEEC) at the
University of Luxembourg.

1. What attracted you to the role of LARI Coach? 1) to learn more
about how to promote research integrity in Luxembourg across the
different academic institutions, and 2) to be able to actively
contribute to the development of ethical research.
2. Favorite science or ethics journal: I prefer to find and read
interesting papers reporting good, reliable studies independently of
the journal in which they have been published. I have a strong
preference for open-access journals but of course I also dig into the
very well-known Science, Cell and Nature.
3. Best piece of advice you could give to a researcher: Never give up,
never cheat, never stop asking questions, and never stop trying to
find the answers.
4. The most ethically challenging/complex aspect of scientific
research currently: Animal experimentation is an ethically
challenging topic that raises a lot of attention and that requires
transparent discussions to transmit the correct information to the
community.
5. What do you enjoy doing in your spare time? Reading a good
book, cooking, spending time with friends, and of course hiking
across the great locations that Luxembourg has to offer.
6. Is there something on your personal bucket list? Continue learning
languages – communication is essential – and travelling to discover
new cultures – this opens you to new perspectives.

COACH WORKSHOP NOV 28TH
RESEARCH PEER MENTORING
LARI Coaches help get researchers from point A (study prep) to point B (study
reporting). Coaching provides support, encouragement, and guidance as
researchers progress along their project path, and helps them produce robust,
ethical research.
Coach Workshop: WED NOV 28th, 2018; 3pm – 5pm, Univ of Luxembourg
Library (Luxembourg Learning Center, Learning Hub 1.01, 1st floor). This is your
opportunity to receive coach training and meet your coach colleagues across
the Univ of Lux, LCSB, LISER, LIST, FNR, and LIH.
In addition to the workshop, LARI provides a Coach Handbook, for new Coaches.
If you would like to become a Coach, talk with your Dept Chair/Head about
supporting your peers in this role. Register for the free workshop by sending
an email to secretarygeneral@LARI.lu

GDPR? WHAT IS IT?
The GDPR is an important EU regulation
relevant to many researchers. If you’re
collecting “personal data,” or processing it, you
should understand the obligations of the GDPR.
https://cnpd.public.lu/fr/dossiersthematiques/Reglement-general-sur-laprotection-des-donnees/responsabiliteaccrue-des-responsables-du-traitement/guidepreparation-rgpd.html

IT’S FREE!
LARI CONSULT SERVICE & REGISTRY
Faced with an ethical dilemma in the
design or conduct of your research?
Need some advice?

CONSULTATION

C

LARI provides a free, ethics consult
service to researchers of all levels
(Faculty, staff, students) who are
affiliated with its member
organizations: University of
Luxembourg, LISER, LIST, LIH, and
FNR.
During a consult your dilemma is
analyzed by a bioethicist (LARI
Secretary General, Dr. Katrina
Bramstedt) and potential solutions
are posed in a written consult report.
Consults are part of a registry for QI
and research
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubm
ed/25758372
It’s easy to request a consult. Just
contact LARI at
secretarygeneral@lari.lu

Follow LARI on Social Media
@LARIluxembourg

https://www.linkedin.co
m/company/11853217

LARI uses social media to post helpful items on research ethics,
publishing, data management, clinical trials, human and animal
welfare, training, etc.

COMING EVENTS
RESEARCH/SCIENCE EVENTS IN LUXEMBOURG
Luxembourg Open Science Forum, LARI Session, “Fears and Thrills of Research Data Sharing”. Fri Nov 16, 11:00am
In the complex world of research there can be many things to fear: Research ethics committee review,
lengthy informed consent forms, murky privacy regulations, numerous data storage tools and their
security profiles, third-party data use agreements, and local and international regulatory requirements.
Viewing research as a community good that should be shared in order to maximize its benefit to society,
how does a researcher successfully navigate these waters and ethically share its data treasury? This
session will explore this dilemma, offer navigation guidance, and ideas for data sharing that can add reward to the
research experience. (This session is interactive – please bring your smartphone/e-device.)

National PhD Welcome Day
(Belval, Luxembourg) Thurs, Nov 22

International Table Tennis Congress
(Kirchberg, Luxembourg) Nov 23-24

Researchers’ Days
(Esch/Belval, Luxembourg) Nov 30 & Dec 1

4th Luxembourg Osteotomy Congress
(Centre Hospitalier, Lux) Nov 30 & Dec 1

Have a burning question about research ethics?
Explore our list of questions and answers at https://lari.lu/best-practice-useful-links/researchethics-faq/ We’ve complied a list of 22 FAQs pertaining to authorship, publishing, human research
design, and animal studies. If your question is not there, please reach out to us for help.
Do images need to be cited? Images are often copyrighted and some
may not be reproduced without permission from the author and fee
payment, while some simply require citation/attribution. Check the
copyright status before reproducing an image.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
Do I need permission to use a survey/questionnaire in my research
study? It is important to check the copyright status of surveys and
questionnaires because some cannot be used without permission and
fees from their owner (e.g., MMAS https://morisky.org/ ) Using these
documents in your research without the needed permissions/fees is
unethical and could lead to legal problems for you/your institution.
Is the research participant incentive/payment considered a study
benefit? No. Never mention this as a study benefit in the consent form
or elsewhere.
My participant enrollment is very slow and I think my target won’t be
reached. What should I do? Reflect on the target population and your
recruitment method. Are you using the best method to recruit?
Increasing the recruitment incentive is not always the best solution. If
you change your recruitment method you will need approval from your
research ethics committee beforehand (this is usually a very simple
process.) If you need advice about recruiting, ask for an ethics consult.

Good Scientific Practice

Are you a new researcher? Do you have FNR funding? Ethics training is required but don’t despair,
it’s fun!
The CAPRI approach (https://lari.lu/lari-services/researcher-training/) will be used in forthcoming
Good Scientific Practice sessions offered by the Univ of Luxembourg Transferable Skills Training
program. Dr Bramstedt’s January/February 2019 session will be available soon for registration:
https://wwwfr.uni.lu/formations/doctoral_education/doctoral_applicant/doctoral_training#Transfer
ableSkillsTraining LARI Coaches should attend this session also (when registering for the course,
advise the training officer, Anne Bégué anne.begue@uni.lu, that you are a LARI Coach).

Finding LARI
LARI is located at 6, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, in Esch-sur-Alzette (we
are near the basketball court). Bus #15 stops at our front door.
If you have an idea for newsletter content please let us know at
secretarygeneral@lari.lu All images in our newsletter are public
domain, no attribution required (stock generally obtained from
Pixabay).

